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WHAT DOES “HISTORIC” MEAN?
We got a lot of questions yesterday when we used the term “historic” to describe
Friday’s threat.
To clarify, the "historical" description in our graphics is driven by significant Red Flag
Threat Index (RFTI) values. Those unusually high RFTI values are being generated due to
the combination of very strong winds and very low relative humidity (RH) in our forecast.
The “historic” category means that RH and/or wind are exceeding anything we’ve seen in
a 10-year database.
It`s important to know this historical category is,
1.) confined to a relatively small area of southwest Oklahoma and western north Texas
and does not accurately describe the scenario further north and east, closer to OKC
metro;
2.) is a model forecast which could have some error;
3.) is quite sensitive to small changes in RH and wind which drive RFTI values, thus some
oscillation between categories from forecast to forecast could occur.

Today, April 12, 2018
Dangerous wildfire conditions are expected across parts of our area today, with
the most volatile combination of heat, wind, humidity and fuels being over far
western Oklahoma and western north Texas.

TECHNICAL DISCUSSION:
We will continue the current configuration of the Red Flag Warning for today. Elevated to
near critical fire weather conditions may occur further east, but transitioning fuels due to
spring greenup and hence lower ERC-G values, along with increased moisture as
southerly low level flow continues limit the concern there and precludes eastward
expansion of the Red Flag Warning at this time.
There should be a fairly sharp delineation between elevated to near-critical conditions
east of the dryline and potentially high-end critical conditions to its west. A more
significant fire setup will exist on the west side of low-level thermal ridge which will be
oriented roughly along the western Oklahoma border with Texas.

Friday, April 13, 2018
Friday has the potential to be a very dangerous wildfire day across parts of
western Oklahoma and western north Texas. It is likely the red flag warning will
need to be extended further east.

TECHNICAL DISCUSSION:
For Friday, the most classic trough position and geometry for a southern Great Plains wildfire outbreak will not occur.
However, important elements of some of the more active significant fire outbreaks will be in play. A complex and
dynamic assortment of boundaries, air masses, and fuel regimes will exist Friday across the area and so the fire threat
will evolve throughout the day. By early Friday morning, RH values across northwest Oklahoma may already be below
30 percent. This poor RH recovery tonight into early Friday morning raises concern for any ongoing fires, especially
with an imminent wind shift from advancing polar front. Frontal timing is not yet certain with variability as much as 3
hours in hi-res guidance. Nevertheless, by early afternoon a good portion of northwest Oklahoma will see improving
conditions with slightly weaker winds, albeit still strong from the northwest, and cooler, more moist, and potentially
cloudy conditions limiting the fire threat.
Meanwhile, within a wedge shaped area from our western north Texas counties and southwest Oklahoma
northeastward to the Kansas border in north-central Oklahoma, and extending eastward to the Pacific front/dryline,
strong southwesterly winds and downsloped/dry warm air will be in place resulting in very high RFTI values as high as
8. The eastern extent of the more significant threat area will probably be heavily influenced by fuels. Spring greenup
has resulted in a fairly significant gradient of ERC values roughly along and west of Highway 81, and to the west of
there is where we chose to upgrade to a Red Flag Warning. This is where confidence in high end fire threat is greatest,
with a more tempered threat in the watch area to the north and east.
West-southwesterly downslope winds behind the Pacific front will still favor warm temperatures, albeit not as hot as
the previous day. This will support deep mixing into mid-level speed max and significant momentum transfer. This is
occurring on the favorable windward side of low-level thermal ridge which is expected to be moving from central
Oklahoma into eastern Oklahoma by mid afternoon. Where the mid-level wind max intersects this thermal ridge has
historically proven to be where the greatest concentration of significant fires are. Later forecasts will better refine
these key features and further expansion of the Red Flag Warning may be needed.
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Saturday, April 14, 2018
Saturday’s potential will be lower due to higher humidity and cooler
temperatures. But, with dry fuels and strong winds still in place, there could be
some issues even on Saturday.

TECHNICAL DISCUSSION:

Post-frontal northwesterly winds and a dry air mass may lead to elevated to possibly
critical fire weather conditions Saturday, particularly over the southwest 1/4th of the
area. The main limiting factor will be cooler temperatures (mid 50s to low 60s). But, fuels
across this area remain quite dry and volatile, so at least some initial attack if not larger
fire risk will be present.
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Information Resources:
WFO Norman Fire Weather Page
weather.gov/norman/fireweather
NWS Storm Prediction Center Fire Weather Page
www.spc.noaa.gov/products/fire_wx/overview.html
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